Job Title: Construction/CSU Completions Lead, Kitimat, B.C
There’s never been a better time to be working with LNG Canada.
Why? Because we’re building Canada’s first large-scale LNG facility
underpinned by safety, continuous improvement, quality execution and ethics
and compliance. Our industry-leading liquefied natural gas (LNG) export facility
will provide the world’s cleanest LNG, with the lowest carbon intensity.
This is your opportunity to be part of history, in an environment that will
challenge you to apply all your skills, and where you can learn with a diverse
team of highly experienced industry professionals and mentors.
LNG Canada maintains a healthy, respectful, and safe environment for all our
employees, contractors, partners, and communities. Protecting our people,
community and our operations is our top priority. Our project has committed to
meeting some of the strictest regulatory standards in the world.
With gratitude and respect LNG Canada acknowledges our facility is under
construction and will be operated on the traditional territory of the Haisla Nation.
We also gratefully acknowledge the First Nations in our project area and along
our shipping route.
Our Vision: To be the leading LNG export company in British Columbia and the
world.
Our Mission: To set the benchmark for economically, environmentally, and
socially responsible LNG development in Canada.
Our Values: Respect, collaboration, integrity, and safety.
Come join the team making Canadian history!

About the Role
As a client team member, the Completions Lead will join the LNG Canada
Construction Team, based in Kitimat and reporting to the Construction General
Manager. This role will;
-
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Act as the single focal point for system completions management
Manage implementation of the LNGC Completion Management Process
and Completion Management System throughout the Execute Phase.

-

Monitor Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to measure completion
performances in different areas of construction.
Interface with the EPC contractor and support completions using MC+
Integrate various Company teams (Construction, CSU, Quality,
Engineering) and focus them towards Mechanical Completion and
achieving ‘Ready For Start Up’ of the LNG Plant.

This role will support our ambition of ‘Safest Project On Earth’ and support ‘Right
First Time’ construction by driving continuous improvement in the completions
and punch listing process.
The successful candidate will have a proven track record in completions
management on large Oil&Gas projects and be able to develop Client processes/
procedures to manage the client’s contractual obligations through the mechanical
completion process.
The Completions Lead will have strong stakeholder management skills to drive
alignment within LNG Canada One-Team (Project and Asset).
A strong focus on deliver of a large number of systems, ensuring that the integrity
of ITRs is satisfactory to deliver technical integrity.
The successful canadate must be able to manage a large volume of data,
communicate status and identity roadblock that will lead to effective Mechanical
Completion, CSU and handover of the LNG Canada asset.
To succeed with us in Project Construction, we need your enthusiasm to:
•

•

•
•
•
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Generate a Project Culture focused on Total Project Performance where
everyone is given the appropriate tools and support to be the very best, they
can be each day. To achieve this every team member must understand and
have the desire to promote this culture.
Actively contribute to ‘The Safest Project on Earth’, inspiring the team
through relentless effort and energy.
Communicate and engage openly and passionately within the LNG Canada
organization, EPC and other stakeholders to encourage best performance
practices.
Display a strong positive attitude to manage change and improvement in our
processes, ways of working and our overall performance.
Develop strong working relationships with your team, stakeholders and
contractors to boost co-operation and a One Team approach

You will use your expertise to:
HSSE
•
•
•
•

Strong commitment to HSSE and goal zero, setting team expectations to
become SPOE.
Support the safety performance across the Project Site
Ensure that design Technical Integrity in Construction is achieved,
safeguarding Process Safety.
Be a visible leader and a consistent advocate for both IIF and Care For
People site programs.

Quality
•
•

•
•
•

Assure quality of data within the Contractor’s system completion dossiers,
leading to efficient and credible mechanical completion.
Assure completion activities are organized and managed including assuring
the required data relationship (tag-test-pack); reporting requirements, various
completion certificates etc. are populated in Contractor CMS.
Foster a culture of ‘right first time’ to achieve top quartile quality management
Minimize punch items during construction to facilitate efficient mechanical
completion, pre-commissioning and handover
Support Flawless Project Delivery program, supporting effective transition
from Construction / Pre-Com to Commissioning and then into Start-up.

Contract Management
•
•
•

Strong Contract management skills under a Lump Sum EPC Contract
Hold EPC Contractor accountable to deliver Contract value, in line with Scope
of Work and Terms and Conditions.
Support resolution of Variation Requests within the Process Area, by
maintaining detailed notes on progress and issues, allowing a factual picture
to be re-created to support the claims team.

Schedule
•
•

Support the delivery of the project by ensuring timely and effective
management of the completions process, leading to smooth handover.
Engaged with Project Services in order to interrogate Contractor’s schedule,
to develop credible targets/ skylines for handover of systems.

Risk
•
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Participate in risk reviews

•
•

Support the development of Bow-tie preventative and mitigating actions which
are focused, tangible and achievable.
Support Project Services in Cost and Schedule Risk Analysis (CSRA)

Integration
•
•

•
•

Develop strong Client/ Contractor relationship with the EPC Contractor (JFJV)
Actively manage integration between Construction and;
o HSSE Team
o Engineering Team
o Quality Team
o Logistics/Material Team
o Commissioning
o Asset
Ensure a ‘best for project’ focus, in line with the EPC Contractor to minimize
variation/ claim potential.
Proactively support the transition from Construction to Operations while still
finalizing the completion of construction.

To be successful, you will have:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Must be legally entitled to work in Canada (i.e., by way of Canadian
citizenship, permanent residency, or valid work permit)
Extensive experiences in Construction / construction techniques
15 years of progressive experience in large project construction in stick build
and oil and gas module integration.
Strong analytical skills and interest to work with large amount of data.
Experience working in a Lump Sum contract environment
Demonstrated experience taking a project through mechanical completion
and system handover.
Strong attention to detail to ensure full compliance with LNG Canada
specifications.
Demonstrated experience working with large complex contract
Ability to step into tension and work to find solutions with stakeholders
Demonstrated experience working collaboratively in a multi geographical
project team, preferably across many time zones.
Willingness to work in a diverse, one team-oriented environment
Behaviours that demonstrate alignment with LNG Canada core values:
care, respect, accountability, continuous improvement and open learning
Experience with gas turbines and high-speed rotating equipment. This is
desirable but not essential.

•

Experience with cryogenic equipment. This is desirable but not essential.

This role requires that you:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Work a 50hrs per week, 5 and 2 schedule, Saturday and Sunday not always
off.
Know that this is a temporary role that will end approximately 30 September
2025
Possess a valid driver's license.
Are willing to work nights, weekends, holidays and be on-call to respond to
construction issues.
Are willing to work outdoors during inclement weather
This role will be approximately 75% working in site office and 25% in the
field.
There is an expectations of regularly going to the field to participate and be
engaged in safety tool box talks and meetings
Are willing to comply with LNGC’s drug-free and harassment-free work
environment and comply with all safety policies and procedures.
Undergo a pre-placement medical assessment of your fitness for duty, a
background check, a driving record check and Pre-Site Access testing for
alcohol and specified drugs.
Know that as part of LNG Canada’s commitment to protect the health
and safety of its personnel and the communities in which it operates,
LNG Canada requires all Canada-based employees to be fully
vaccinated against COVID-19. LNG Canada will consider
accommodation requests from individuals in accordance with
applicable human rights legislation.
This is not a fly-in, fly-out role.
This is a fixed term role with benefits with LNG Canada (Not a contractor
role)
Are seeking to develop your professional career and work in an exciting
environment. Every day will bring a different challenge.

We offer
A Comprehensive LNG Canada temporary relocation package to the
Terrace/Kitimat region.
A full suite of benefits including a flexible Medical and Health plan
A Defined Contribution Pension plan with a matching program
A competitive Vacation offering to ensure you have a work life balance
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About Us
LNG Canada is a joint venture comprised of Shell Canada Energy (40%) and
affiliates of Petronas (25%) PetroChina (15%), Mitsubishi Corporation (15%)
and Korea Gas Corporation (5%). The joint venture is building a liquefied
natural gas (LNG) export facility in Kitimat, British Columbia.
LNG Canada is committed to building an inclusive and diverse workplace and
culture, a safe and sustainable facility, strong community and stakeholder
relationships. We are a globally-competitive, digitally-connected business, from
construction to start-up to steady-state. We have partnered with governments,
local communities and First Nations to maximize shared value.
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